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Local orientational correlations and short time anisotropic motion
in molecular liquids: Computer simulations of liquid CO 2

I. I. Fedchenia and J. Schröder
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Biophysikalische Chemie, Am Fassberg, D-37077 Go¨ttingen, Germany

~Received 19 September 1996; accepted 7 February 1997!

Molecular dynamic~MD! simulations of liquid CO2 at 250 MPa pressure and room temperature
have been performed using a flexible model potential. A detailed analysis of the data reveal the full
three-dimensional local structure of coordination shells that exhibit significant deviations from
spherical symmetry with strong angular correlations among the molecules which form the inner
coordination shell of the local liquid structure. Structures resembling T-shaped and offset-parallel
CO2 dimers similar to those found in molecular beam and low temperature experiments have been
identified, the T-shaped dimer having higher probability to be formed than the offset-parallel
configuration. Local motion on short time scale is found to be different along three principal
directions of a local coordinate frame. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!51818-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of structural data about the liquid state comes as
radial pair correlation functions~or their Fourier transforms!
from neutron scattering experiments. Unfortunately, some
very interesting and important information is lost due to av-
eraging over angle variables. This missing information can
refer to both spatial arrangements of probability peaks and
orientations of molecular pairs.

Although an indirect method to estimate the presence of
orientational correlations in molecular liquids has been pro-
posed a while ago,1 it is not until recent works by Soper
et al.2–4 that the full three-dimensional reconstruction of pair
distribution functions and some orientational properties have
been performed explicitly for methanol in water, hydrogen
halides, and pure water.

By definition, pair correlation functions account for
dimer configurations of molecules in liquid. It is, therefore,
interesting to compare configurations of molecular dimers
well known from molecular beam experiments with configu-
rations of the same species in condensed phase. Since its first
discovery by Leckenby and Robbing in 1966,5 the equilib-
rium conformation of the CO2 dimer has been the subject of
numerous theoretical and experimental investigations for
nearly two decades. Several different conformations were
proposed, but eventually discussion has been reduced to the
distinction between two basic equilibrium structures, a
T-shaped and an offset-parallel dimer. In particular, high
resolution spectroscopic studies in low temperature
matrices6,7 and in molecular beams8–11 suggest that at least
under these conditions the offset-parallel dimer is the real
stable species. Theoretical calculations12 confirm that the en-
ergetically lowest conformations correspond to two equiva-
lent offset-parallel, isomeric dimers, the T-shaped dimer be-
ing a transient structure between the two. The calculations
show, however, that T-shaped and offset-parallel conforma-
tions are energetically very close to each other—according to
Ref. 12 the energy difference is only 0.16 kJ/mol, i.e., neg-
ligibly small at room temperatures. One may, therefore, ex-

pect that the local dynamics in the room temperature liquid is
characterized by persistent rapid transitions between the iso-
meric offset-parallel structures and controlled to a large ex-
tent by collective interactions in the liquid rather than by the
potential energy surface describing the two body interaction.

The T-shaped and the offset parallel CO2 dimers seem to
be indistinguishable spectroscopically in condensed phase
because the fine structure of optical spectra with the
resolution12 of 2–3 cm21 is absent in this case. Therefore,
experimentally the local orientational structure in the liquid
can only be accessed by neutron scattering techniques. The
first evidence on the existence of orientation correlations in
liquid CO2 was given by Adya and Wormald13 using the
abovementioned indirect method.1 The difficulty in extract-
ing details on how these correlations look like is in the fact
that one has to make assumptions about their functional form
before one can fit the experimental structure factor by a prod-
uct of a calculated molecular centre structure factors and a
corresponding orientational part.1 It is, therefore, of prime
importance to access information about orientational correla-
tions directly. For this reason, we performed a 3D analysis of
MD trajectories calculated for liquid CO2 at a temperature of
300 K and 250 MPa pressure. These results show that the
local shell structure exhibits significant anisotropy and pro-
nounced effects of molecular flexibility. Here we wish to
investigate to what extent this anisotropic structure correlates
with distinct local orientational pattern of liquid CO2. The
information that we derive from our analysis can be com-
pared directly with results that one extracts form neutron
scattering experiments using spherical harmonic reconstruc-
tion methods.2–4

We found that the pair distribution functions reported in
this paper possess strong angular dependence at short dis-
tances. This fact must reflect on short time dynamics of in-
dividual molecule. One can expect pronounce anisotropy of
averaged motion for times correspondent to the passage
across the first probability maximum. We demonstrated this
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by calculating mean square distances in three perpendicular
directions in the local frame.

II. MODEL POTENTIAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
DETAILS

Among the various choices of intermolecular pair poten-
tials that have been proposed for the CO2–CO2 interaction
~see Ref. 12 for an overview! we have chosen the one that
gives the best agreement with experimental data from neu-
tron scattering13–15 in liquid CO2,
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where$ i , j % stand for$C,O%, Ri j denotes the interatomic dis-
tance, andqi is the partial charge on atomi . The parameter
values14,15 are given in atomic units,
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We modified the potential to model the flexibility of the
CO2 molecule by including an appropriate set of parameters
for the stretching and the bending vibrational modes,16,17
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whereb1 andb2 are the two C–O bond lengths andu is the
OCO bond angle. The values of the force constants are in
dyn/cm, kb51.55•106, kbb51.3•105, kbend/b0

255.7•104,
with the gas phase bond lengthb051.161•1028 cm. This
original parameter set fails to reproduce most of thermody-
namical quantities and has to be corrected for each particular
density. At the lower density, 0.743 kg/m3 slightly above
critical point, we used a partial chargeqC50.64 and had to
increaseCi j

(6) by a factor of 2.5 to obtain the correct experi-
mental pressure. We used then this corrected value forCi j

(6)

at higher density 1.2 kg/m3 and increasedqC up to 0.815 to
obtain the correct experimental pressure of 250 MPa. In our
simulation the valueqC51.040 given in Refs. 14 and 15
results in an incorrect pressure of 350 MPa at 300 K. We
would like to pay attention to the necessity of changing par-
tial charges andCi j

(6) at the same time. One could, in prin-
ciple, get the correct experimental pressure manipulating
partial charges alone but the other thermodynamical quanti-
ties ~diffusion coefficient, viscosity, dielectric constant, etc.!
are out of order in that case. Varying partial charges of the
potential together with the dispersion parameter and slightly
changing parameters of short range repulsive forces we have
been able to reproduce experimental values for pressure, dif-
fusion coefficient, and viscosity of CO2 at room temperature
for densities between 0.743 kg/m3 and 1.2 kg/m3 to within

experimental uncertainty. The value for the static dielectric
constant is within 15%–25% of experimental value, being
systematically lower throughout the density range without
any additional adjustment of the potential parameters.

We would like to point out significant differences in the
conclusions drawn from neutron scattering in liquid13 CO2

and high-resolution infrared spectroscopy of jet-cooled18

(CO2)2 and (CO2)3 concerning the question which specific
model pair potential best fits the experimental data. In the
latter study, spectral evidence rules out theT-shape confor-
mation, and, therefore, according to Ref. 18 the model pair
potential developed in Refs. 14 and 15 should not be used
because it gives an energy minimum at theT-shape structure
~although only by 0.03 kJ/mol lower than for the offset-
parallel conformation!. However, the fact that it best fits the
neutron scattering data for liquids has led us to choose it as a
starting point for our MD simulations of CO2 in the com-
pressed liquid phase. As there are no high resolution spec-
troscopic data for liquid CO2, the only option left for adjust-
ment of the intermolecular potential parameters is to fit them
to thermodynamical and transport data measured under the
corresponding physical conditions.

These considerations about the details of the molecular
pair interaction are in line with the results of Ref. 19 where it
has been shown that the presence or absence of the minimum
at the T-shape conformation is determined by a delicate bal-
ance between the electrostatic interaction~which favors
T-shape form! on the one hand, and dispersion and repulsive
forces on the other hand which destabilize this conformation.
The fact that there exists a corresponding combination of
values for the partial charges and the dispersion coefficients
which yields the best fit of the experimental data, make us
believe that our potential parameter set used for the simula-
tion of compressed liquid CO2 represents the best choice for
our purposes. A very recent attempt20 to use anab initio pair
potential, resulted from calculations with the largest ever
used for the CO2 basis set, in MD simulations of liquid phase
confirms once again what has become a common belief in
the MD community for some time; a pair potential which
perfectly fit spectroscopic experimental data in diluted gases
and molecular beams fails miserably when applied to liquid
phase without any special adjustment. The possible reasons
seem to be the absence of polarizability in the model and
neglect of multibody effects; the latter fact manifests itself in
the dependence of our parameter set on thermodynamic state.

A cubic box with 512 carefully equilibrated molecules
has been used for calculations of spatial distribution func-
tions. Each molecule in the box has been supplied with the
local coordinate frame as shown in Fig. 1. Neutron sources
with Q>10 Å21 provide essentially momentary snapshots
of the liquid that requires us to put the origin of the local
coordinate frame on one of the nuclei. A slightly instant bend
allows us to determine the orientation of the local coordinate
frame uniquely that would be impossible for a completely
stiff model. We, then, calculated cos2(zz) and cos2(zn) be-
tween thezmolecular axes of each pair andzmolecular axis
of one molecule and radius vectorn to the C atom of the
other. In this way we accumulate the statistics of the mutual
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orientational angles, each molecule being used as a reference
one in turn. Statistics of a single snapshot is not enough to
observe the second and the third spatial shells. The system
therefore has been propagated in time for 40 ps using a mul-
tistage velocity Verlet algorithm~a time step for intramo-
lecular vibrations is 10 times shorter than a time step for
intermolecular motion which is equal to 1 fs! before the next
snapshot has been taken. Each spatial distribution presented
here is the result of 100 of such snapshots.

III. SPATIAL PAIR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

A spatial distribution function is a complex four-
dimensional object. There are several possibilities to visual-

ize it. Here we use an approach similar to that one used in
Refs. 21 and 22 to visualize spatial structures found in water
and methanol.

Isosurfaces of the C–C spatial distribution functions are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 at decreasing levels of probability.
We count the probability level from the maximum of the pair
distribution function.

At the highest level of probability, Fig. 1~a!, we observe
structured rings perpendicular to the molecularO–C–Oaxis,
which shows an asymmetry caused by flexibility of the
model. The probability is higher towards the convex side of
the CO2 molecule than towards the concave side. If one de-
creases the probability level by 10%, Fig. 2~b!, a complete
ring around the reference molecule builds up and its asym-
metry becomes less pronounced. In addition, the outer ring
structures perpendicular to theO–C–O-axis have developed
into caps which face the terminal O-atoms of the reference
CO2 molecule.

Decreasing the probability level by another 25% reveals
the existence of a complete solvation shell with strong de-
viation from spherical symmetry as can be seen in Fig. 2~c!.
Moreover, the second outer shell structure begins to develop.
In Fig. 2~d! we have decreased the level by an additional 5%,
and apart from the completing of the two outer spherical
shells, we also find a new outermost shell of perfect spherical
symmetry which we call ‘‘the bulk shell’’ because it corre-
sponds to the isotropic distribution of remote trial molecules.
Lowering the level further by another 10% in Fig. 3~a! we
observe that the first shell gradually disappears leaving in its
place the innermost shell with strong asymmetry that we call

FIG. 1. Local molecular frames used for the calculation of orientational
correlation functions cos2(zz) and cos2(zn) in liquid CO2. The right pair
depicts the T-shape, the left one the offset-parallel dimer.

FIG. 2. Isosurface of the spatial C–C pair distribution function at the level of~a! 0.84 of the first maximum;~b! 0.73; ~c! 0.5, cross section in the
O–C–O-plane, and~d! 0.45, cross section in theO–C–O-plane, showing the collision shell, three peaks and the bulk shell.
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‘‘the collision shell,’’ because it corresponds to the distance
of closest approach of two CO2 molecules. And finally de-
creasing the probability level to 1/8 of the maximum value in
Fig. 3~b! leaves only the collision and the bulk shell intact.
The collision shell now represents molecules that collide
with the highest kinetic energy. In following the build-up
and the destruction of solvent shells through Figs. 2 and 3 it
is interesting to note the high degree of anisotropy in the
different stages. We demonstrate later that this local anisot-
ropy of the liquid structure of highly compressed CO2 has
consequences for the detailed dynamics and spatial depen-
dence of collisional energy transfer.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show corresponding isosurfaces of
the CO spatial pair distribution function. Comparing Figs. 2
and 4 one realizes that the maxima of the CC and the CO
structure are complementary. Figure 4~b! demonstrates the
influence of the molecular flexibility on the asymmetry of the
first and second shells. A lower level of probability was cho-
sen in Fig. 5 revealing the shell structure~only a slice of 0.2
nm thickness is shown for clarity! and the asymmetry of the
collision shell.

IV. SPATIAL PATTERNS OF ORIENTED PAIRS

We would like to find out whether any special orienta-
tional configurations exist in liquid CO2 and if so what are
their mutual spatial positions. Of course, one cannot expect
to find ‘‘pure’’ T-shaped or offset parallel conformations in
the liquid because they will be obscured by persistent strong
thermal fluctuations. However, values of cos2(zz) greater

than 0.5 or closer to zero in certain regions of the spatial
liquid structure correspond to configurations with a tendency
towards the offset-parallel or T-shaped conformation of pairs
of CO2 molecules, respectively.

In Fig. 6, we show isosurfaces for two low values of
cos2(zz) corresponding to a predominantly T-shaped average
orientation. They are overlapped with isosurfaces of the spa-
tial pair correlation function corresponding to the position of
the first peak@Fig. 2~a!# and to the appearance of a shell
structure@Fig. 2~c!#. It is evident that the ring around the
C-atom of the reference molecule is dominated by T-shaped
orientations. The inner isosurface of cos2(zz) reflects the low
probability collision shell~Fig. 3! which also shows a pref-
erence of T-shaped geometry during collisions. The comple-
mentary picture for offset-parallel average orientation is
shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! where the isosurface corre-
sponds to an average level of cos2(zz) equal to 0.6~a! and to
0.39~b!. The regions of the most predominant offset-parallel
type orientation corresponds to those with rather low prob-
ability level of the spatial pair distribution function that is
roughly a by factor of 5 lower than for the regions where one
observes a predominance of T-shape orientations. An inter-
esting feature of Fig. 7~b! is that the part of the first shell of
the CC probability distribution function possesses offset-
parallel orientation@outer rings in Fig. 3~b!#.

An independent statistical test to verify that the isosur-
faces of cos2(zz) actually correspond to the spatial distribu-
tion of the average relative pair orientation shown in Figs. 6
and 7 is to compare them with isosurfaces of cos2(zn), the
average angle between the radius vector pointing from the

FIG. 3. Cross section in theO–C–O-plane of isosurfaces of the spatial C–C
distribution function at the levels of~a! 0.32 of the first maximum, showing
the collision shell, the remainder of the first shell and the bulk shell; and~b!
0.27, showing low probability events i.e. the most energetic collisions with
only the collision shell and the bulk shell appearing.

FIG. 4. Isosurfaces of the spatial C–O pair distribution function at the level
of probability ~a! 0.94 of the first peak~cross section perpendicular to the
molecular axis!; and ~b! 0.85 ~cross section in theO–C–O-plane! showing
the effect of bent geometry.
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reference C-atom to that of the trial molecule and molecular
axis of the trial molecule. The result is shown in Figs. 8 and
9; regions of predominantly T-shaped orientations having a
low value of cos2(zz) and a high value of cos2(zn) and those
of higher probability of parallel orientations with high
cos2(zz) and a low cos2(zn) show a significant overlap in-
deed. We also note that all spatial distributions of orienta-
tional correlations shown here also reflect the effects of mo-
lecular flexibility in the sense that there is no rotational
symmetry around the molecular axis.

V. ANISOTROPY OF LOCAL MOTION ON SHORT
TIME SCALE

Figures 2~a!–2~d! reveal a strong anisotropy of probabil-
ity density on the spatial scale of 1–1.5 nm. One can expect
therefore that local dynamics on the short time scale also
reflect this anisotropy in some way. Figure 10 demonstrates
the difference in diffusion of a CO2 molecule in three differ-
ent directions$x, y, andz% determined by the local frame for
each individual molecule~Fig. 1!. For both low~7.5 MPa!
and high~250 MPa! pressure one can distinguish three dif-
ferent time domains with qualitatively distinct behavior; very
short~about 100 fs! initial period when the time behavior of
the target particle is purely dynamical,^(x2x(0))2&, is pro-
portional to t2; the intermediate regime of nonclassical dif-
fusion,^(x2x(0))2&, is proportional tota and final classical
diffusion stage wherê(x2x(0))2&52Dt, whereD is a dif-
fusion coefficient.

Several studies in the past23–25 attempted to define geo-
metrical properties of a trajectory of a single molecule in
condensed phase. These attempts were evidently inspired by

Mandelbrot’s monograph26 where it has been stated that frac-
tal dimension of the trajectory of a single species in an
N-particle systemdF is 2 for largeN. That implies that the
trajectory can essentially be modeled by classical Brownian
motion. The works23–25 have shown, however, that the situ-
ation is more complicated that it has been originally
suggested.26 It has been found for several models that the
trajectory of a single molecule possesses variable fractal di-
mensionality ranging from 1 for very short scale to 2 for very
long scale dependent upon the size of the scale used to mea-
sure the trajectory length. Following the argumentation of
Ref. 24 it is easy to show that the coefficienta and the fractal
dimension of the trajectorydF are connected by the simple
formula a52/dF which means that considerations23–25 on
dependency ofdF on a spatial scale can be transferred to the
time domain. In other words,a depends on the time interval
that is used to measure the increment of the particle position
Dr a 5 2(dF 5 1) suggests that for that time scale themotion
is ‘‘dynamiclike’’ and for a51(dF52) it is classically dif-
fusive. The underlying physical reason for that scale depen-
dence can be understood from comparison of the time scales
with different behavior for (Dr )2 and those for velocity au-
tocorrelation function.27 One can see that the first initial pe-
riod of about 200 fs witha52(dF51) coincides approxi-
mately with the time of the first zero crossing of velocity
autocorrelation function.17 This time it is attributed to the
loss of memory due to reflections from the molecular cage.27

From Fig. 10~a! one can observe that for the CO2 molecule

FIG. 5. Slices of 0.2 nm thickness cut out of isosurfaces of the C–O pair
distribution function at the level of probability 0.68 of the first peak~a! in
the C–O–O-plane and~b! perpendicular to the molecular axis.

FIG. 6. Overlap of the cos2(zz) ~shaded! and C–C spatial pair distribution
function ~wire! isosurfaces at average values and probability levels, respec-
tively, of ~a! 0.22 and 0.81; and~b! 0.31 and 0.4. The arrows indicate the
regions of the spatial pair distribution function corresponding to predomi-
nantly T-shaped dimers. The inner surfaces in~a and b! correspond to the
low probability collision shell, Fig. 3. Parts of the shells in~b! exhibit a
significant degree of orientation.
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moving in an anisotropic environment this initial ‘‘dynamic’’
period is different for the motions along and perpendicular to
the molecular axis, being longer~especially for the low den-
sity! in the z direction due to the low probability for the
target molecule to meet the first neighbor as it is clear from
Fig. 2. An interesting thing is that a time scale exists where
^(x2x(0))2& is proportional tota with aÞ ~1 or 2! that is

density dependent. As it can be seen from Fig. 10 this scaling
range lasts from 200 fs to 1 ps and overlaps approximately
with the negative part of the CO2 velocity autocorrelation
function.17 That suggests that the physical reason for this
anomalous behavior is the molecular motion in random po-
tential of the cage which results in the broad distribution of
vibrational frequencies for that motion. In the ultimate case
of the low density, Fig. 10~a! the motion inz direction has
a52 and, therefore, is ‘‘dynamiclike’’ due to the very small
amount of colliding centers in thez direction of the local
frame of every molecule. This period of anomalous motion
@aÞ ~1 or 2!# is substantially shorter than that one found
recently28 for diffusion of water in the vicinity of the large
macromolecule. It has been explained by the fractal dimen-
sion of the protein surface.

In sufficiently long time the difference of diffusion in
three different directions vanishes similarly to the disappear-
ance of spatial anisotropy with distance shown in Fig. 1~d!.
On the short time scale, however, the difference between
motion in the three different directions is very well pro-
nounced. A similar effect has been found earlier29 for self-
diffusion of CS2 and OCS in argon.30,31For the low pressure
diffusion in the direction of the molecular axis is much faster
than in direction of the other two. In addition to that, for the
high pressure one can observe the difference between motion
perpendicular to the plane of molecular bending$y direction%
and in the bending plane perpendicular to the molecular axis
z $x direction%. This can be easily understood from Figs. 2~a!
and 2~c!, where the probability to find another CO2 molecule
for collision is substantially larger in the direction perpen-
dicular to the molecular axisz.

FIG. 7. Overlap of the cos2(zz) ~shaded! and C–C spatial pair distribution
function ~wire! isosurfaces at average values and probability levels, respec-
tively, of ~a! 0.6 and 0.21; and~b! 0.39 and 0.48. The arrows indicate the
regions of the spatial pair distribution function corresponding to predomi-
nantly offset-parallel dimers.

FIG. 8. Overlap of the cos2(zz) ~shaded! and cos2(zn) ~wire! isosurfaces at
average values, respectively, of~a! 0.22 and 0.54; and~b! 0.25 and 0.5. The
conformation shown schematically corresponds to the outer ring.

FIG. 9. Overlap of the cos2(zz) ~shaded! and cos2(zn) ~wire! isosurfaces at
average values, respectively, of~a! 0.6 and 0.12; and~b! 0.39 and 0.21. The
conformation shown schematically corresponds to the two inner rings.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a detailed 3D-structural analysis of highly
compressed liquid CO2 at 250 MPa and room temperature
based on spatial pair correlation function derived from MD
simulation using a flexible model potential. The potential
was adjusted to reproduce the pressure–density isotherm at
298 K. The simulations reveal substantial local anisotropy of
this nonpolar liquid on a scale of 1–1.5 nm. We also observe
a notable influence of the molecular flexibility that manifests
itself in the broken symmetry of pair distribution functions,
orientational properties, and diffusion in bending plane.
Similar to the recent theoretical work32 and experimental re-
sults supported by molecular dynamics simulations33,34 we
found that T-shape like orientation prevails in the liquid.
However, our calculations suggest that orientations corre-
sponding to offset-parallel can be found as well although
with lower probability than the T-shape ones. We demon-

strate also that this local spatial anisotropy reflected on the
local dynamics on short time scale that results in the differ-
ence of local diffusion rate in three perpendicular directions.
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FIG. 10. Anisotropy of self-diffusion motion in three perpendicular direc-
tions defined in the local frame, Fig. 1, for two different pressures.~a!
Linear scale and~b! log–log scale showing three stages of diffusion motion.
Remarkable is a rather long period of ‘‘dynamic’’ like motion in thez
direction for the low density~a!.
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